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Non-Collocated Vibration Suppression with Actively Controlled Resonant-Style Absorbers for
Simultaneous Spectral and Spatial Tuning
Ryan Robert Jenkins, M.S.
University of Connecticut, 2018

The research summarized in this work revisits the well-established actively-tuned
vibration absorber concept from several unconventional angles. As a result, there are two
interlinked contributions in the field of vibration absorption presented as the major products of
this investigation. In addition to these primary results, this work opens the door to many
intriguing questions that entice further research, with potential for extensive impact. Two of
these questions are posed as an open problem and a benchmark problem.
The first contribution involves an active tuning methodology of an absorber for spectral
and spatial variations. The second is a set of generalized operating guidelines for such absorber
tuning. "Spectral" tuning handles time-varying excitation frequencies, while "spatial" tuning
treats the real-time variations in the desired location of suppression (an often-ignored dimension
of vibration absorption research). Both objectives, however, must be achieved using active
control and without physically altering the system components to ensure practicality. Spatial
tuning is inspired by the concept of “non-collocated vibration absorption”, for which the
absorber location is different from the point of suppression. This concept is relatively underdeveloped in the literature because the use of part of the primary structure as the extended
absorber is necessary – a delicate operation.
Within this investigation, the Delayed Resonator-based absorber, a hybrid concept with
passive and active elements, is employed to satisfy both tuning objectives. The presence of active
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control in the absorber necessitates an intriguing stability investigation of a time-delayed
dynamics. For this subtask, the well-established methods of frequency sweeping and Dsubdivision are followed. The non-collocated vibration absorption is demonstrated via several
example case studies on lumped-mass structures, which consequently leads to the presentation of
simultaneous spectral and spatial tuning. Additionally, the physics of this operation are studied
from the perspective of energy conservation, which leads to an important result. This is given in
the form of a theorem, and two different proofs are offered.
Then, the extension from discrete to continuous structures is made by attempting an
analogous implementation of non-collocated suppression on an Euler-Bernoulli beam. This
proves to be unsuccessful, but brings to light an important dichotomy between the beam and the
lumped-mass structures. Several examples are presented to aid future researchers in attacking
this benchmark problem. Finally, possible causes for the problem are given explicitly as
recommendations for future work.

viii

Chapter 1. Introduction and Preliminaries

1.1. Problem Statement and Motivation

The vibration absorber is a rudimentary concept in engineering that sacrificially draws
problematic vibrations away from an important structure and onto itself. Successfully
accomplishing this task requires that the absorber configuration be properly selected. Now, with
the introduction of active control techniques, vibration absorbers have acquired the ability to
adaptively adjust to changes in their environment or objective. One such absorber is called the
Delayed Resonator (DR). It leverages an innovative concept of intentionally injecting time delay
into its feedback control law, hence “Delayed” in the name. This process gives it the capability to
adjust to variations in its absorption frequency, an idea which is explained in detail later in this
chapter. Such adjustments to frequency are referred to as “spectral tuning” throughout this text.

Nearly all vibration absorber concepts operate under the assumption that the absorber is
placed at the location that requires vibration remediation; a fact that has received relatively
limited acknowledgment in the literature. In many engineering applications, this assumption is
not valid. Oftentimes the structure of interest may need vibration suppression in a location where
it is prohibitive to install an absorber. Environmental limitations are one type of constraint that
could invalidate this assumption. For instance, needing to quench thermo-acoustic vibrations in
the exhaust nozzle of a jet engine, with extreme temperatures and flow rates, could destroy an
absorber. Other restrictions come from structural objectives (e.g., attempting to suppress
oscillations on a wind turbine blade by placing an absorber at the tip, thereby adding undesirable
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loading on the nacelle). Lastly, and most universally, if the location requiring suppression shifts
during operation, this assumption is immediately violated.

This work details an analytical approach towards extending the DR theory to create a
resonant-style absorber that can suppress vibration at remote locations. This concept is given the
nomenclature “non-collocated suppression”1. This non-collocated vibration absorber, or NCVA,
is then also shown to be tunable to step changes in the suppression location (termed “spatial
tuning”), while maintaining its ability to tune to step variations in absorption frequency. Such an
absorber, capable of simultaneous, real-time spectral and spatial adjustment is a novel concept.
The analytical framework for this new absorber is presented for application on both lumpedmass discretized structures as well as continuous structures. Questions and observations that
arise from this unique deployment of an active vibration absorber are then organized and
addressed.

1.2. Literature Review

To the best of the author‟s knowledge, there are only a select number of studies in the
literature which address the non-collocated vibration problem presented in Section 1.1. This
current work changes the paradigm on vibration suppression in that the collocated problem
studied ubiquitously in the literature can be seen as simply a special case of the more general
spatial problem.

1

In some of the vibration literature such as [Kim & Oh, 2013] and [Yang & Mote, 1992], “non-collocated” refers to
the sensor and actuator of a control being placed at separate locations. It is important to note that this lexicon is
commonly found in the literature but differs from the usage of the word in this text, in which the absorber (including
the sensor-actuator pair) is at a location other than the point of suppression.
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In collocated cases, perfect vibration suppression occurs if the absorber is resonant at the
excitation frequency. This resonant structure, in turn, attracts the spectral energy from the
excitation onto itself, leaving its point of attachment motionless (also known as a “virtual node”).
This method is akin to the “ground-hook” procedure (sometimes also referred to as the “skyhook”) [Karnopp et al., 1974]. The original idea stems from a passive absorber design but it has
since evolved to using various active control elements [Valasek et al., 1997; Griffin et al., 2002;
Muthalif & Langley, 2012; Aoki et al., 2016] which enable a variety of tuning capabilities.

When the suppression changes from collocated to non-collocated, several paradigms exist
to establish the tuning schema for the absorber. The majority of the studies found in the literature
seek to mathematically force zero displacement at the desired location and then back-calculate
the necessary absorber parameters to make this suppression a reality. This method is less elegant
and understandable than the resonant-style method presented in the current text and typically
requires the knowledge of the location of any applied external excitation when performing the
calculations. This is not ideal for a practical implementation.

[Cha-279, 2005; Cha & Rinker, 2012] use only passive, undamped vibration absorbers to
enforce nodes on a harmonically-excited beam. This method is capable of both collocated
(absorber and node locations coincide) and non-collocated suppression (a node is created at some
distance from the absorber attachment point). A similar study [Cha & Zhou, 2006] by the same
author expands on this pathway by adding passive, undamped, torsional vibration absorbers to
the translating ones, in order to impose zero slope at each node. The same concept is further
extended to harmonically-excited plates in [Shen et al., 2017]. This powerful tool, however,
lacks the benefits of active tunability.

3

Investigations [Daley & Wang, 2008; Wang & Daley, 2010] derive an active control
approach for simultaneous vibration attenuation at two locations in a structure. These studies
bring active control into the non-collocated vibration suppression arena with a focus on the tradeoff between levels of suppression of two points. However, none of these explorations takes
advantage of passive absorption capabilities and, as a result, they depend heavily on the control
authority. [Kim & Oh, 2013] and [Kim & Brennan, 2013] are similar active control efforts. In all
of these methods, the brute-force tuning style is used instead of the resonant-style, and the
stability of the system needs to be re-assessed for changes in the excitation frequency.

The study [Buhr et al., 1997] presents the analytical development for a resonant-style,
non-collocated suppression operation on lumped-mass systems using passive absorbers.
However, when the authors entertain a damped structure, they note a failure of suppression using
their tuning methodology. This supports an intuitive fact: without the presence of active controls
to effectively eliminate this damping, there cannot be successful resonant-style non-collocated
suppression in damped systems. Ultimately, this passive method gives a solid foundation for
introducing resonant-style, non-collocated suppression via active controls.

In the present work, a delayed acceleration feedback law in the style of the “Delayed
Resonator” (DR) [Olgac & Holm-Hansen, 1994; Olgac et al., 1997; Jalili & Olgac, 1999; Hamdi
& Belhaq, 2018; Henry et al., 2001; Bisgaard et al., 2010; Huang & Zhao, 2013; Eris et al., 2014;
Hosek et al., 1997; Olgac & Jalili, 1998] is adopted as the means of active vibration absorption.
This choice offers three critical advantages. First, the DR is designed as a hybrid passive-active
vibration absorber which can significantly reduce the demand on control authority by leveraging
its passive components. Second, by enacting an unconventional procedure, “Gain and Delay
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Scheduling” [Gao et al., 2015; Eris & Ergenc, 2016; Olgac et al., 2007; Olgac et al., 2005], the
DR is capable of auto-tuning to variations in excitation frequency and suppression location.
Third, for a given location of suppression, the stability analysis does not have to be repeated for
variations in the target frequency nor for the location of the exciter. Once a passive absorber‟s
attachment point and desired suppression target are selected, one can determine the complete set
of stable operating frequencies for the engagement of the active control, as shown in Section 1.3.

1.3. Delayed Resonator Vibration Absorber for Collocated Suppression

1.3.1. Spectral Tuning

“Spectral tuning” refers to the adjustment of vibration absorber parameters, passive or
active, in order to successfully perform the assigned absorption task before and after a change in
target frequency. The word “tuning” signifies an appropriate change in parameters to yield
complete absorption and “spectral” implies that this tuning is in response to a variation in
frequency. The Delayed Resonator (DR) is a hybrid passive-active vibration absorber, which has
been analytically and experimentally demonstrated to be capable of spectral tuning in the
literature. The dynamics of this intriguing absorber, shown in Figure 1, are studied next.

The passive components of the DR are its mass, ma, its stiffness, ka, and its viscous
damping, ca. In general, it is assumed that these attributes are selected before the DR is installed
and cannot be changed once the DR is in operation. However, some knowledge about the
primary structure and the expected frequencies of operation can allow the passive components of
the DR to be designed in such a way that the burden on the active control during its operation is
significantly reduced.
5

Figure 1. The Delayed Resonator vibration absorber mounted on a harmonically-excited primary
structure.

First, in engineering applications, it is not desirable to add a significant amount of weight
to the primary structure (PS). Therefore, the mass of the vibration absorber should be small
relative to the mass of the PS. A general rule of thumb for this is to select ma no more than 10%
of m. Second, ka and ca should be selected such that the damped natural frequency of the
absorber falls within the range of expected operating frequency. Proper selection of these passive
components as shown in the frequency response of Figure 2 will reduce the demand on the
control authority significantly and make the absorber more robust to spectral variations during its
operation. Notice that the passive absorber does not completely suppress the PS, and the
remainder of the PS motion is quieted by the introduction of the active control.
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Figure 2. The frequency response of the primary structure alone (Blue -.-), superposed with the
frequency responses of the primary structure mounted with a well-designed passive absorber
(Green - -) and the primary structure with actively tuned DR controls engaged (Red ---).

Once the absorber‟s passive components are selected, the classical DR formulation can
be imposed to determine the active control parameters. A Delayed Resonator, by its core
definition, is a simple damped spring-mass absorber which includes an additional local feedback
with delay (e.g., delayed feedback of position, velocity, or acceleration of the proof mass ma) as
its control law. The sole objective of this control is to induce “resonance conditions” onto the DR
substructure. It is well known in vibration literature that if such a substructure is resonant
precisely at the excitation frequency, ω, then the so-sensitized DR would increase its response
amplitude to the level where the mass m (i.e., the point of attachment of the DR) becomes
motionless. In essence, the DR creates a negating force -fe(t) = -sin(ωt) on mass m (via the
combination of ka, ca, and fa elements). As such, the primary mass, m, would be asymptotically
quieted, due to the dissipative effect of c. This concept is referred to throughout this work as the
“resonance condition” of the absorber. Here, delayed acceleration control is used to achieve this,
because of its immediate availability.

7

f a (t )  gxa (t   )

(1)

Note on selecting feedback type: Delayed acceleration feedback of ma is the easiest to
implement practically because of the availability of accelerometers. However, the choice
of control law is not limited to this. Other options such as delayed feedback of the
relative position (i.e. xa – x), velocity of the proof mass, etc. are equally viable in the
experimental sense. From the analytical viewpoint, there are virtually no restrictions on
the type of delayed state feedback that is used.

An important feature in delayed control: The time-delayed feedback introduces
infinitely-many characteristic roots to this linear-time-invariant (LTI) system. Once again, in
order for a DR substructure to completely absorb the tonal oscillatory energy (at the frequency of
excitation, ω) from the PS, it should be a perfect resonator with s = ±ωi as its dominant
characteristic root pair. In other words, the unforced resonant substructure should display
sustained oscillatory behavior at this dominant natural frequency, ω. The characteristic equation
for the absorber substructure is found by virtually locking the primary mass, m, in place and
examining the equation of motion for the reduced system.

ma xa (t )  ca x a (t )  k a xa (t )  f a (t )  0

(2)

Applying the Laplace Transformation, the characteristic equation for imposing resonance
in the DR is obtained in the form

CE DR (s, )  a DR (s)  bDR (s) ge s  0
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(3)

where

a DR (s)  ma s 2  ca s  k a

(4)

bDR ( s)  s 2

(5)

Notice that aDR(s) and bDR(s) are simple polynomials in s. Interestingly, as shown in
Chapter 2 of this text, the characteristic equation for tuning a single DR to resonance can always
be expressed in this form, regardless of the PS. (3) is a quasi-polynomial. Enforcing s = ±ωi as
the dominant characteristic roots to this system reveals the proper selection of the two control
parameters, the feedback gain (g) and delay (τ).

g DR ( ) 

 DR ( ) 

a DR ( i)
bDR ( i)

bDR ( i)  a DR ( i)  (2l  1)



(6)

, l  0,1,2...

(7)

Notice that while gDR(ω) is single-valued for a given resonance frequency, τDR(ω) is
multi-valued with periodicity 2π/ω. The counter l is called the branch number. The branch with
minimum positive delay is called the kernel and the others are called the offspring. It is important
to note that the kernel and offspring branches carry identical ω variations. If one plots the
parametric curves using (6) and (7) for     the result is the only loci in (g,τ) which can
induce a pair of imaginary characteristic roots, ±ωi, for the DR.
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Pay attention to the fact that one of the control parameters is the time delay of the
feedback loop, τ. Intentionally delaying the control feedback is an unconventional method, called
“Delay Scheduling” [Olgac, 2005; Olgac, 2007], in which the destabilizing nature of the delay is
used advantageously to push the vibration absorber to marginal stability (i.e., resonance) at a
desired frequency.

This control scheme ensures that the power introduced by the control actuator is
dissipated completely by ca at the steady state, causing the entire absorber substructure to behave
like a simple lumped mass-spring with natural frequency ω. The so-tuned “resonant” absorber
(i.e., DR) removes all tonal energy (at ω) from the mass m, leaving it practically motionless. In
fact, this is the sky-hook concept mentioned earlier, the creation of which is now based on a
delayed feedback control. This methodology has been covered in the broader literature [Olgac &
Holm-Hansen, 1994; Olgac et al., 1997; Jalili & Olgac, 1999; Hosek et al., 1997; Olgac & Jalili,
1998] and the interested reader is directed to these references for further details. One should be
mindful that the DR-based absorber also gives rise to some interesting questions on system
stability, which need to be resolved separately and prior to deployment. These questions are
addressed in Section 1.3.2.

1.3.2. Stability Assessment

The governing equations for the combined system in Figure 1 expressed in matrix form
are
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ma s 2  ca s  k a  gs 2 e s
  X a ( s)  0 
 (c a s  k a )


   F ( s)
2 s
2
X
(
s
)

(
c
s

k

gs
e
)
ms

(
c

c
)
s

(
k

k
)
e

a
a
a

 




a 
X
F
A

(8)

where Xa(s), X(s), and Fe(s) are the Laplace Transforms of xa(t), x(t), and fe(t),
respectively. In order for the system to be stable, all of the eigenvalues of A must lie in the left
half of the complex plane. The characteristic equation for the combined system (CS) can be
found by enforcing singularity of the system matrix, A.

CECS (s, )  A  aCS (s)  bCS (s) ge s  0

(9)

where aCS(s) and bCS(s) are simple polynomials in s. (9) is a quasi-polynomial containing
a single delay, τ, and a single scalar transcendental term, e-τs. It has infinitely many roots; all of
which must be on the left-half of the complex plane for asymptotic stability. Control parameters
gCS(ω) and τCS(ω) and their loci for     are evaluated exhaustively, just like gDR(ω) and
τDR(ω) earlier. They are the only loci in (g,τ) space where the CS can have a pair of imaginary
characteristic roots s = ±ωi. In fact, these loci constitute all potential stability boundaries of the
combined system. They consist of the kernel (CS) and offspring (CS) curves as defined earlier,
with spacing of Δτ = 2π/ω between adjacent branches. Accordingly,

g CS ( ) 

 CS ( ) 

aCS ( i)
bCS ( i)

bCS ( i)  aCS ( i)  (2l  1)
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(10)

, l  0,1,2...

(11)

Again, the branches contain the same ω signatures as each other. Another interesting
feature is called root tendency (RT).

RT

 ds 
 sgn Re 
 d 
g  ,  
s i ,

s i ,

(12)

g  ,  

This feature describes which direction a root travels as its locus crosses the imaginary
axis with a perturbation in g or τ. RT = +1 indicates an unstable transition and RT = -1 represents
stabilizing behavior. A broader paradigm (CTCR) [Olgac, 2002] states that the migration
direction of an imaginary root, ωi, as defined by the root tendency, doesn‟t change for a given ω
from the kernel to the offspring curves.

These parameterized stability curves are plotted in (g,τ) space (which are the only free
parameters to be determined in this operation) and are then superposed with the DR tuning
curves (6), (7). In the (g,τ) space it is clear that the g = 0 axis (which represents the passive case)
is stable. Since {gCS,τCS} kernel and offspring curves obtained using (10) and (11) represent the
complete set of potential stability boundaries, it follows that the (g,τ) region which is sandwiched
between the g = 0 axis and the infimum of the CS curves remains stable. That is, for a fixed τ,
when g increases beyond the kernel gCS, the CS goes unstable. This observation is the core
concept of the D-subdivision principle [Olgac et al., 1997]. It declares that within any parametric
region which is bounded by the complete set of marginal stability loci, the number of unstable
characteristic roots (NU) remains unchanged. For a stable region, this number must be zero. To
clearly convey these concepts, NU will be selectively declared on the relevant figures for the
example cases in Chapter 2.
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1.4. Euler-Bernoulli Beams under Harmonic Lateral Excitation

Later in this text, non-collocated suppression is applied on continuous structures. As a
preliminary, the analytical description of a Euler-Bernoulli beam is provided here for reference
in Chapter 3. Consider a uniform beam as shown in Figure 3 with elastic modulus, E, second
moment of area, I, and mass per unit length, ρ.

Figure 3. A uniform Euler-Bernoulli beam under harmonic lateral excitation.

Throughout this text, it is assumed that the beam experiences sufficiently small
deflections in the lateral direction (y-axis) such that no shear deformation will occur. This
permits the use of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory to study the beam. Thus, the constitutive
equation for the uniform beam is given as

M ( x, t )  EI

 2 y ( x, t )
x 2

(13)

where M(x,t) is the moment experienced in the beam at axial position x and time t, and
y(x,t) is the beam deflection at the same location and time. Construct a free-body diagram of an
infinitesimal section as shown in Figure 4, and analyze it using Newton‟s 2nd Law.
13

Figure 4. A free-body diagram of an infinitesimal section of the beam in Figure 3.

 Fy  y( x, t )dx  V ( x, t )  V ( x, t ) 


 M z  0  M ( x, t ) 

V ( x, t )
dx  f ( x, t )dx
x

V
 y  f ( x, t )
x

(14)

M ( x, t )
V ( x, t )  dx
dx

dx  M ( x, t )  V ( x, t ) 
dx  V ( x, t )
x
x
2

 2

V  

M
x

(15)

Here, f(x,t) represents a generalized time-varying, distributed load along the beam, and it
is in units of force per length. Substituting (13) into (15), and the resulting equation into (14)
yields the equation of motion for the uniform beam of Figure 3.

EIy xxxx  y  f ( x, t )

14

(16)

Again, each subscript x represents the spatial partial derivative ∂/∂x and each overdot
represents the temporal partial derivative ∂/∂t. Equation (16) is a PDE that can be solved to find
the free response (homogeneous solution with f(x,t) = 0) or the forced response (particular
solution with f(x,t) ≠ 0). In order to find the mode shapes of the beam, the free response is
analyzed first. Using the assumed-modes method allows the lateral displacement to be written as

y( x, t )  W ( x)T (t )

(17)

which correspondingly allows the homogeneous PDE to be solved using the separation of
variables technique. Substituting (17) into (16) gives the following two independent ODEs and
their solutions.

T(t )   2T (t )  0

 T (t )  a1 sin(t )  a2 cos(t )

(18)

Wxxxx( x)   4W ( x)  0

 W ( x)  b1 sin(x)  b2 cos(x)  b3 sinh( x)  b4 cosh(x)

(19)

where β4 = (ρω2)/(EI). The unknowns a1 and a2 can be found by applying the initial
conditions of the beam. The spatial unknowns can be found by examining the boundary
conditions on the beam. In this case, the beam is cantilevered (also known as fixed-free), which
imparts the following boundary conditions at the fixed end

15

y(0, t )  0  W (0)  0

(20)

y x (0, t )  0  Wx (0)  0

(21)

y xx ( L, t )  0  Wxx ( L)  0

(22)

y xxx ( L, t )  0  Wxxx ( L)  0

(23)

and at the free end

Combining all four boundary conditions on (19) yields


sin( L)  sinh( L)
sin( x)  sinh(x)
W ( x)  b2 cos( x)  cosh( x) 
cos( L)  cosh( L)



(24)

1  cos(L) cosh(L)  0

(25)

which has infinitely many solutions corresponding to the modes of the beam. Since (25)
is nonlinear, the solutions are obtained numerically. The first three of these solutions are β1L =
1.8751, β2L = 4.6941, and β3L = 7.8548, rounded to 4 decimal places.

Note on computational restrictions

The nonlinear function in (25) exhibits increasing amplitude as the argument, βL,
increases. As a result, the slope of the function around its zeroes gets monotonically
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steeper with each consecutive zero, requiring increased precision of its zeroes that have
higher values.

As mentioned previously, no exact solutions exist, so the zeroes are determined
numerically. Additionally, the assumed-modes approximation becomes more accurate as
more modes are included and the solutions to (25) represent the modal constants.
Therefore, to be sufficiently accurate in the analysis, it is necessary to obtain more
solutions to this equation which eventually requires infinite precision. Since there is a
finite upper bound to the storage capacity of computers, this presents a problem. Luckily,
there is an approximate solution that becomes more accurate at higher values. This
approximation has been well-studied in the literature and examined from the perspective
of error in [Goncalves et al., 2007].

l L 

(2l  1)
, l 7
2

(26)

The “long” number format in MATLAB 2016a can carry 16 decimal places. After the 7 th
mode for a fixed-free beam, it becomes necessary to have more than 16 decimal places to
maintain the same level of accuracy in the solution of (25). Therefore, after the 7th mode,
the approximation in (26) is used instead of the numerical solution. This leads to faster
computation time and does not create an increase in error.

Now that the modal constants have been determined, the natural frequencies of the beam
can be calculated.
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 l  (  l L) 2

EI
L4

(27)

Table 1. The assigned numerical characteristics for the beam in Figure 3 based on the material
properties of steel.
E [GPa]
width [cm]
height [mm]
I [mm4]
density [kg/m3]
ρ [kg/m]
L [m]
ζ

200
1
5
104.17
8000
0.4
0.4
0.001

Table 2. The first five natural frequencies for the beam in Figure 3 for the given parameters in
Table 1.
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
ω5

158.6 rad/s
993.9 rad/s
2783 rad/s
5453 rad/s
9015 rad/s

Using the parameter settings for the uniform cantilevered beam shown in Table 1 and
(27), the first five natural frequencies of the beam studied in this text are given in Table 2.
Additionally, (24), (18), and (17) can be rewritten in their modal forms below.



sin(  l L)  sinh(  l L)
sin(  l x)  sinh( l x)
 l ( x)  bl cos(  l x)  cosh(  l x) 
cos(  l L)  cosh(  l L)



(28)

qbl (t )  a1 sin(l t )  a2 cos(l t )

(29)
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n

y ( x, t )    l ( x)qbl (t )

(30)

l 1

This approximation becomes more exact as n, the number of modes taken into account,
approaches infinity. It can be shown that any two mode shapes of the beam are orthogonal,
which allows bl in (28) to be well-defined. First, note the definitions for the beam‟s modal mass,
Nl, and modal stiffness, Sl.

L

N l     l ( x)dx
2

0

L

S l  EI   l , xx ( x)dx
0

2

(31)

(32)

Then, bl is selected such that Nl = 1, which is the process of mass-normalization. As a
result, one finds that Sl = ωl2.
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Chapter 2. Non-collocated Vibration Suppression in Lumped-Mass Structures

Vibration suppression is a multi-dimensional challenge. To address it, a practitioner must
know a) what frequency or frequencies are problematic and b) what point or region within the
structure is experiencing difficulties. However, the predominant theme in the relevant literature
is to unconsciously remove this spatial dimension from the problem by assuming the suppression
method or device will be attached at the location of interest.

Not only does this unjustly restrict the academic avenues for the study of vibration, but it
makes an assumption that is quite commonly invalid in industry applications, as mentioned
previously in Chapter 1. Several authors have noticed this need for a paradigm shift and
published a few studies on “non-collocated” vibration suppression, in which the device is placed
at a point away from the suppression location [Cha 2005, Wang 2010, Shen 2017]. Expanding on
this concept of non-collocation, the key novelty in this text, presented below, is an actively-tuned
vibration absorber capable of simultaneously responding to step variations in frequency and
suppression location.

For ease of discussions and without loss of generality, consider a five-degree-of-freedom
(DOF) system shown in Figure 5. A Delayed Resonator (DR) vibration absorber is attached to m2
and harmonic excitation is arbitrarily applied to m5. The equations of motion for the combined
system (CS) are given in transfer matrix form (33).
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Figure 5. Five-degree-of-freedom primary structure with a DR mounted on m2 and harmonic
excitation applied at m5.
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0A
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(33)

Xi(s) is the Laplace transform of xi(t) (the displacement of mass mi) and Fe(s) is the
Laplace transform of fe(t). The argument (s) is dropped with a slight breach of notation. The
elements of matrix A are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Elements of the combined system (CS) matrix.
A11
A12 = A21
A22
A23 = A32
A26
A33

m1s2 + (c1 + c2)s + (k1 + k2)
–(c2s + k2)
2
m2s + (c2 + c3 + ca)s + (k2 + k3 + ka)
–(c3s + k3)
–(cas + ka) + gs2e-τs
m3s2 + (c3 + c4)s + (k3 + k4)

A34 = A43
A44
A45 = A54
A55
A62
A66

–(c4s + k4)
m4s2 + (c4 + c5)s + (k4 + k5)
–(c5s + k5)
2
m5s + (c5 + c6)s + (k5 + k6)
–(cas + ka)
2
mas + cas + ka – gs2e-τs

Depending on the external excitation, it is possible to bring any of the five masses in the
primary structure (PS) to complete quiescence – the target is not limited to the collocated case
(i.e., m2). The analytical development of this non-collocated vibration suppression is the focus of
this section.

2.1. Substructure Resonance

In Section 1.3.1, the concept of resonant-style vibration absorbers was introduced by
means of the Delayed Resonator (DR), a hybrid passive-active absorber. The fundamental
principle behind such a resonant absorber is that its natural frequency is tuned to align with the
frequency to be suppressed. As such, it is sensitized to this frequency and attracts all of the
vibratory energy from the PS onto itself.

There are many active control methods to tune an absorber to a specific frequency.
However, the use of delayed proportional feedback introduces infinitely many characteristic
roots: a feature that can be leveraged into several critical advantages, which are mentioned in
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Section 1.3.1. Thus, delayed proportional feedback is selected as the preferred control schema in
this work.

The descriptions up until this point in the text, including the cited investigations, are
almost exclusively on the collocated application of the DR (i.e., the absorber removes the
oscillations at its point of attachment). Now imagine a more complex PS equipped with a DR
(such as Figure 5), upon which the goal is to actively silence the oscillations at a mass away from
the absorber (i.e., non-collocated suppression). One can create a resonant substructure,
reminiscent of the sky-hook philosophy, which includes the DR as well as a portion of the PS up
to the desired point of suppression. This resonant substructure acts as an ideal absorber,
rendering complete tonal quiescence at the point of concern. This DR-based absorber idea forms
the core of this paper. To elucidate this pathway, a general design rule is presented next.

2.1.1. Topological Definition of Resonant Substructure (S1)

Expanding along the DR absorber concept, define a new entity: the resonant substructure
(also referred to as S1). It is conceived as a larger scale structure formed around the DR which is
tuned to resonate using a similar control action as the one acting within the DR. Thus, S1 always
includes the DR (which houses the only feedback control) and it must be contained within some
combination of the following three boundaries: (i) a mass that is attached only to S1 (this includes
the DR‟s proof mass), (ii) a (real or fictitious) ground, or (iii) the point of desired suppression.

The reason for such an S1 construct is straightforward. If it can be made resonant at a
tunable frequency, it should act as an ideal absorber at the point of desired suppression following
the DR philosophy above. In this light, consider the requirements for the boundaries of S1.
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Contrasting (i), if S1 ends at a non-free mass which is connected to other masses via restoring
elements (springs & dampers), then when S1 resonates it will make the remainder of the
connected masses resonate at the steady state. Thus they will be forced to be a part of the
“resonant substructure, S1”. This means that the bounds of S1 get extended to either a free mass,
enforcing rule (i), or a ground – rule (ii). Lastly, attaching S1 to the desired point of suppression
is natural for the absorber S1 to effectuate the desired action. In fact, this point becomes a
fictitious ground at the steady state (i.e., when asymptotic suppression takes effect) from the
dynamics point of view. This enforces rule (ii). The third rule is a natural result of the definition
of S1. Therefore, all three conditions must be met.

This yields the following set-based definition of S1 for a 1-dimensional (i.e., serial), ndegree-of-freedom, lumped-mass structure. A simplified, 5-degree-of-freedom version of such a
structure is depicted in Figure 5.

The primary structure can be denoted by the set of masses PS = {mi}, where i = 1, 2, …
n. By definition, this set includes the restorative elements between masses and is bounded, either
by a fixed ground or a free mass, at m1 and mn. The mass upon which the absorber is placed is
referred to as mp (i = p) and the mass that is targeted for suppression is called ms (i = s). The
combined system consists of the PS plus the absorber and its restorative elements, CS = PS U ma.

If p < s, then S1 = [m1, ms) U ma. Notice that the set is non-inclusive of ms. This means
that the resonant substructure includes the restorative elements connecting ms-1 to ms, but not the
ms mass itself. If s < p, then S1 = (ms, mn] U ma. If s = p, this is the collocated case, so S1 = ma
(which also implicitly includes ca, ka, and fa). For ease of discussions, the remainder of the CS is
referred to as S2, such that CS = S1 U ms U S2.
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Similar to the collocated DR case, a properly-tuned resonant substructure is energyneutral at the steady state. In other words, the energy inputted by the control force of the DR is
completely and exactly dissipated by the dissipative elements throughout the resonant
substructure. As such, S1 behaves like an undamped system with constant internal energy. It
attracts all of the tonal energy from the point of suppression, leaving ms motionless in the steady
state due to the presence of damping elements in S2.

Studying this energy inventory for such resonant-style non-collocated suppression after it
reaches steady-state reveals an important discovery, which is presented via a theorem.

2.1.2. Theorem 1 and Two Proofs

Theorem 1. Any DR-based vibration absorption operation (collocated or non-collocated)
is rendered infeasible (i.e., ms is not completely silenced) if the excitation force is applied within
the resonant substructure S1 of a damped PS. That is, if me  S1 then the steady-state xs |SS ≠ 0.

Analytical Proof. First apply the conservation of energy principle to the CS.

ECS

t T SS

 ECS

t T

tSS

t T

 0   Pin ,CS dt
  Pout ,CS dt
t
t
t  SS
t  SS
 

Ein ,CS
Eout ,CS

t T

t T

Ein ,CS   Pa dt   Pe dt
t
t
SS
SS


Ea
Ee
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CS
 t T

Eout ,CS     Pci dt 
t
SS 
i 


Eci

CS

 E a  Ee   Eci

(34)

i

Here, the summation represents the energy dissipated by each of the damping elements in
the combined system, including ca, at the steady state. T is the time for one period of oscillation,
T = 2π/ω. Ea is the energy provided by the control actuator and Ee is the energy input by the
external excitation. Note that the energy dissipated by each damping element is non-negative (Eci
≥ 0 for all i  CS ).

Figure 6. Schematic of the viscous dampers used in this text.

Eci  

t T

t

ci (vi , 2  vi ,1 ) 2 dt

(35)
SS

The mathematical formalization of S1 being resonant (i.e., energy neutral) is

S1

E a   Eci
i
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(36)

In (36), the summation denotes only the damping elements in the resonant substructure.
Now, assume that the external excitation comes within S1 ( me  S1 ) and apply the conservation
of energy to S2. (It is important to note that the external excitation is not included in (36) because
the resonance is imposed with the control actuation, independently of any external excitation.)

Ein ,S 2  0

S2

Eout ,S 2   Eci
i

 Eci  0 for i  S 2

(37)

Knowing that ci > 0 and (vi,2 – vi,1)2 ≥ 0, (37) applied to (35) implies

(vi , 2  vi ,1 ) 2  0  vi , 2  vi ,1 for i  S 2

(38)

Therefore, under the assumptions me  S1 and xs |SS = 0, no energy is input into S2 and all
of the masses within S2 are motionless.

vi  0 for all i  S 2

(39)

Next, draw the free-body diagram for ms and apply Newton‟s 2nd Law, still under the
assumption that complete suppression occurs.

xs  0  xs  0
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  Fxs  FS1xs  FS 2xs  0

 FS1xs  FS 2xs

(40)

In other words, the force of S1 on xs must equal the force of S2 on xs. Since all of the
masses in S2 are motionless,

vs1  0  xs 1  0

FS 2xs  k ( xs1  xs )  c(vs1  vs )

 FS 2xs  0

(41)

the force from S2 onto xs is zero. And from (40),

 FS1xs  0

(42)

However, since S1 is resonant, all of the masses within it are moving. Therefore,

FS1xs  0 and there is a contradiction. Thus, the assumptions me  S1 and xs |SS = 0 cannot be
simultaneously true. QED.

Intuitive Proof. It is also given by contradiction. Assume that me  S1 and a fictitious
ground happens as xs |SS = 0 (violating Theorem 1). In other words, the excitation is applied
within the resonant substructure and the target mass is successfully quieted. To be “resonant” as
described in Section 1.3.1, S1 must be energy neutral in the steady state with a pair of imaginary
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roots at ±ωi. That is, the total work done on S1 per period of oscillation is completely dissipated
by the damping elements within S1. This feature is imposed by equations (46) and (47) later in
this chapter with complete disregard of the nature of the excitation force fe and where it is
applied. Therefore, by suggesting me  S1 , the work done by the excitation force fe on the
resonating mass me is unaccounted for and it disrupts this energy neutrality within S1. Since the
excitation frequency and the resonance frequency coincide, the amplitudes in S1 should increase
indefinitely. This cannot happen without voiding the fictitious ground assumption at ms because
it is a part of the boundary of S1. This contradiction is sufficient to declare that the assumed
fictitious ground at ms is infeasible. Therefore, for any resonance-based absorption to take place
at the steady state (xs |SS = 0), the excitation force must be deployed outside the resonant
substructure S1 ( me  S1 ). QED.

Returning to the five degree of freedom (DOF) system in Figure 5, m4 is arbitrarily
selected as the mass requiring silencing for Case 1. Using the terminology defined above, mass 2
is mp and mass 4 is ms. Additionally, me will be used to refer to the mass upon which the
excitation force is applied. According to Theorem 1, this particular non-collocated suppression
operation can only be successful if the excitation is applied to either m4 or m5. For Case 1, me =
m5, so the operation should result in complete quiescence of m4.

2.2. Resonance-based Tuning of a Non-collocated Vibration Absorber (NCVA)

The addition of the DR causes the CS to have six DOF. Then, m4 is fictitiously “locked”
so that it becomes effectively grounded. Following the DR-based absorber philosophy above, the
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goal is to impart resonance on the substructure marked as “S1 (Case 1)”. With m4 hypothetically
grounded, the governing equation of dynamics for S1 becomes

0
0   X 1  0 
 A11 A12
A
   
 21 A22 A23 A26   X 2   0
 0 A32 A33
0   X 3  0 

   
0 A66   X a  0
62
0A


A S1

(43)

with the corresponding characteristic equation

CE S1 (s, )  A S1  a S1 (s)  bS1 (s) ge  s  0

(44)

where aS1(s) and bS1(s) are simple polynomials in s (i.e., no transcendental terms). Notice
the simplicity of the formation of CES1(s) with only one scalar e-τs term bringing
transcendentality. The reason higher order transcendentality does not appear is clear: the delayed
terms in AS1 are exclusively positioned in the same column (A26 and A66). One should keep in
mind the obvious stipulation that aS1(s) and bS1(s) become higher degree polynomials for higher
DOF systems.

Now, the resonance conditions are imposed on S1 by enforcing CES1(s=ωi) = 0 to
determine the appropriate DR control parameters. By isolating the transcendental term in (44)
and evaluating the magnitude and angle conditions of the complex equation, the control
parameters (gain and delay) can be found as functions of the excitation frequency, ω.

ge  i  
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a S1 ( i)
bS1 ( i)

(45)

g S1 ( ) 

 S1 ( ) 

a S1 ( i )
bS1 ( i )

bS1 ( i)  a S1 ( i)  (2l  1)



(46)

, l  0,1,2...

(47)

Similar to the collocated development of the DR in Section 1.3.1, τS1(ω) is multi-valued
with periodicity 2π/ω. As before, one can create the parametric, marginal stability curves of (46)
and (47) by sweeping     . These curves become the only loci in (g,τ) space that induce
resonance in S1. This is the spectral tuning process for a given non-collocated suppression
location, and a device that accomplishes this is called a Non-collocated Vibration Absorber
(NCVA). However, just as with the collocated DR case, there are some stability bounds on these
tuning loci which need to be considered.

The combined system in Figure 5 has to be stable when the NCVA functions as an ideal
absorber. That is, the eigenvalues of the system matrix in (33) must all lie in the left half of the
complex plane. The characteristic equation for the combined system is again obtained from
enforcing singularity on A.

CECS (s, )  A  aCS (s)  bCS (s) ge  s  0

(48)

Again, all of the infinitely-many roots of (48) must be on the left half of the complex
plane for asymptotic stability. The only gain and delay parameters that yield potential stability
switches for the CS are parameterized in ω as
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g CS ( ) 

 CS ( ) 

aCS ( i )
bCS ( i )

bCS ( i)  aCS ( i)  (2l  1)



(49)

, l  0,1,2...

(50)

Superposing these loci in (g,τ) space with the tuning loci, (46) and (47), shows which
tuning loci are stable choices. The D-subdivision principle and root tendency (RT) from Section
1.3.2 facilitate this analysis. Further clarity will be provided by the example cases.

2.2.1. Example Case Studies
Table 4. System parameters for the lumped-mass structure in Figure 5.
m1 = 1 kg
m2 = 1 kg
m3 = 1 kg
m4 = 1 kg
m5 = 1 kg
ma = 0.5 kg

c1 = 5 kg/s
c2 = 0.5 kg/s
c3 = 1 kg/s
c4 = 0.5 kg/s
c5 = 5 kg/s
c6 = 1 kg/s
ca = 1 kg/s

k1 = 300 N/m
k2 = 300 N/m
k3 = 300 N/m
k4 = 200 N/m
k5 = 200 N/m
k6 = 250 N/m
ka = 117 N/m

Case 1. mp = m2, ms = m4, me = m5.

Harmonic excitation with ω = 17.7 rad/s is applied to m5 and mass m4 is targeted for
suppression by tuning S1 (see Figure 5) to resonance. This scenario complies with Theorem 1
(i.e., me  S1 ) so complete quiescence of m4 is expected. The analysis starts with the formation
of the resonance tuning curves of S1 and the stability chart for the CS in the (g,τ) plane. These
curves are created in Figure 7 in order to determine the stable tuning frequencies. The active
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tuning for S1 to be resonant takes place on the (gS1,τS1) curves (blue dashed curves in Figure 7).
The stable segments of tuning are marked on (gS1,τS1) as A1 A2 , B1 B2 , C1C 2 , D1 D2 , and E1 E 2 .
These limits are fully described in Table 5. Notice that they all lie within the stable operating
regions of the CS (shaded in Figure 7) and that only the kernel and two offspring curves on this
chart are considered for display purposes, although higher order offspring are also eligible.

Figure 7. The stability map showing curves for the DR tuned to suppress m4 superposed with the
CS stability curves. Stable DR-tuning segments A1 A2 , B1 B2 , etc. are labeled along with the
operating point P1. Stable regions are shaded. The number of unstable roots (NU) for CS is also
marked in some regions.

A caveat needs to be clarified regarding this procedure. For some improper selections of
DR passive elements (ma, ca, ka), it is possible that no part of the tuning curves lies in the stable
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zone of the CS. In such cases, the only recourse is to redesign the passive components of the DR
and then re-create the stability picture.
Table 5. Critical points from Figure 7 and their associated delay, gain, and frequency.

A1
A2
B1
B2
C1
C2
D1
D2
E1
E2
P1

τ [s]
0.0095
0.1046
0.1998
0.2742
0.2939
0.5086
0.6679
0.9269
0.8066
0.8845
0.4352

g [kg]
0.2984
0.1137
0.2004
0.3118
0.2663
0.1491
0.1588
0.1960
0.1958
0.2409
0.1032

ω [rad/s]
23.0
17.2
10.00
9.56
22.2
16.6
19.6
16.1
10.07
9.79
17.7

For effective suppression at 17.7 rad/s one can utilize A1 A2 , C1C 2 , or D1 D2 , but not
B1 B2 or E1 E 2 . It is intuitive that the farther the operating point is from the stability bounds, the

larger the stability margin. Point P1 (see Table 5) is chosen on C1C 2 for this example because it
is a seemingly attractive selection, although other points which are Δτ = 2π/ω away from P1 (on
A1 A2 and D1 D2 and carrying the same resonant frequency ω = 17.7 rad/s) are also feasible.

Notice the point-wise separation of 2π/ω marked between the kernel and the respective offspring.
Of course, the true determination of stability margin at any operating point requires an
examination of the real part of the dominant roots, which is ignored here for brevity. Naturally,
this can be done to further optimize the choice of control parameters.

Another perspective on the performance of the proposed NCVA is to look at the
frequency response characteristics without the absorber, with the passive absorber, and with the
tuned absorber. The frequency response of m4 is shown in Figure 8 with the DR tuned to P1
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(solid black curve). Notice that the shaded stability regions align with the stable frequency
ranges in Table 5. A key observation is that the passive vibration absorber does a decent job
absorbing vibrations at 17.7 rad/s (about 49.5%), thereby only requiring the control actuation to
be responsible for 50.5% of the suppression. As mentioned in Section 1.3.1, this allows for a
wider bandwidth of spectral uncertainty (see Figure 8 inset). This increases the practical value of
the concept slightly because of the likely presence of uncertainty in the system‟s restorative
parameters (ci, ki). Another powerful facet of the DR is its robustness to parametric uncertainties
via its proven ability to “autotune” [Renzulli et al., 1999].

Figure 8. The frequency response curves of m4 with just the primary structure (red dotted), the
PS plus a properly-selected passive absorber (blue dashed), and the PS with an actively-tuned
DR (black solid).
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This NCVA operation is then simulated by applying a unitary amplitude harmonic
excitation force at frequency 17.7 rad/s to m5. The DR starts in passive mode (g = 0). The control
is triggered at t = 40 sec to the operating point P1 on (gS1,τS1). The responses of all six masses are
shown in Figure 9 and the response of x4 is given in closer detail in the inset. Notice that it
vanishes in 12 sec after the control is turned on. All the masses in S1 (m1, m2, m3, ma) remain in
resonance to achieve this suppression.

Figure 9. Case 1: The vibration absorber is passive until t = 40 sec when the DR tuning is
activated to P1. Harmonic excitation is applied to m5. The percentage change in amplitude
between passive and active zones is also denoted.
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The settling time (shown in Figure 9 inset) can be separately verified using a numeric
quasi-polynomial root approximation routine called QPmR [Vyhlidal & Zitek, 2009]. The
dominant roots of the CS characteristic equation (48) are -0.3416 ± 7.7277i which should dictate
the settling time. Obviously, the control selection P1 results in a stable operation with the
predicted settling time ts = 4*(Time Constant) = 4*1/0.3416 = 11.7 sec. This aligns quite well
with the results of the simulation.

An important concern here is the occurrence of large amplitudes for all the masses in S1.
As mentioned previously, a rise in amplitudes in S1 (compared to the passive absorber case) is
expected since the non-collocated operation necessarily involves a portion of the PS to act as part
of the absorber substructure. It would be ideal to load as much vibratory energy as possible on
the DR itself instead of in the PS. One needs to compromise from this ideal; however, there must
be an acceptable upper bound beyond which the NCVA should be disqualified. In such cases,
one needs to select a different DR design (i.e., altering the mass, stiffness, damping, feedback
gain, or delay).

To create the simulations shown in Figure 9, a Simulink block model is used, which
points to variables that are stored in the MATLAB Workspace. This model is created based on
the transfer functions which are derived from Cramer‟s Rule, as shown in (51) for X2.

X2
1 A2
( s) 
Fe
Fe A
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The same concept can be used to find all six transfer functions for each mass in the CS.
These transfer functions are then used in the Simulink model as shown in the following
representative schematic Figure 10.

Figure 10. A representative block diagram of the Simulink model used to create the simulations
in this text.
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The sine wave in Figure 10 represents the excitation force fe(t) = sin(ωt) with unitary
amplitude and frequency, ω.

Case 2. mp = m2, ms = m5, me = m5.

Over the same system as in Case 1, the suppression target is switched to m5. This change
alters the definition of S1 (the resonant substructure) which expands to include m4. The (gCS,τCS)
stability map from Case 1 (Figure 7, black curves) can still be used because these boundaries are
independent of the excitation point, me, and the suppression target, ms. Variation in me appears as
a factor in fulfilling the requirements of Theorem 1, while changes to ms require the (gS1,τS1)
tuning curves to be redrawn for Case 2. Notice that S1 (Case 2) entails a larger subsystem than S1
(Case 1) in Figure 2. The new AS1 system matrix reflects this enlargement as

0
0
0   X 1  0 
 A11 A12
A
0
A26   X 2  0
 21 A22 A23
 
 0 A32 A33 A34
0   X 3   0 

   
0
A43 A44
0   X 4  0 
 0
 0 A62
0
0
A66   X a  0


A S1

(52)

One simply needs to create (gS1,τS1) tuning curves just like in Case 1, this time using the
new AS1 (not performed to avoid duplications). The superposed stability map of CS and tuning
curves of S1 (Case 2) are shown in Figure 11. Notice that the stable operating zones are more
restricted for this case compared to Case 1. They are listed for F1 F2 , G1G2 , H1 H 2 , and K1 K 2
segments in Table 6. The frequency intervals are clearly very tight. Indeed, the kernel curve of
the S1 (Case 2) tuning is completely unstable and therefore inoperable.
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Figure 11. The CS stability map superposed with the tuning curves for S1 (Case 2). Stable
operating zones F1 F2 , G1G2 , etc. are labeled along with the selected control scheme P2. Stable
regions are shaded. Some NU are given for the CS.

Table 6. Critical points from the tuning curves of S1 (Case 2) and their associated delay, gain,
and frequency.

F1
F2
G1
G2
H1
H2
K1
K2
P2

τ [s]
0.2395
0.2876
0.4418
0.5177
0.8010
0.9575
0.8396
0.8561
0.9052

g [kg]
0.3961
0.2803
0.1750
0.1448
0.1907
0.1529
0.2750
0.2648
0.1437
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ω [rad/s]
27.1
23.1
16.6
15.4
16.9
15.1
22.9
22.5
15.6

Figure 12. The frequency response curves of m5 with just the primary structure (red dotted), the
PS plus a properly-selected passive absorber (blue dashed), and the PS with an actively-tuned
DR (black solid).

Figure 12 shows that the passive absorber does an even better job than in Case 1,
suppressing 76% of the PS‟s oscillatory amplitude. This time there is 15.6 rad/s harmonic
excitation on m5 (again with unitary amplitude) for Case 2 because 17.7 rad/s is not within any
stable operating interval of Table 6 or Figure 12. Notice the concurrence in amplitudes in Figure
12 at 15.6 rad/s and Figure 13 in the passive range and active range.

The operating point P2 is on the tuning curve (gS1,τS1) of S1 (Case 2). However, it is on the
third branch (see Figure 11) instead of the first two, because P2’ is unstable and P2” has a very
small stability margin. The crucial takeaway here is that Table 5 and Table 6 are known a priori
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to the tuning operations with the complete declaration of which frequency ranges are stable and
operable.

Figure 13. Case 2: The vibration absorber is passive until t = 40 sec when the DR tuning is
activated to P2 (Figure 11). Harmonic excitation is applied to m5. The percentage change in
amplitude between passive and active zones is also denoted.

The simulation results in Figure 13 again support the rules of Theorem 1. After the tuning
is activated to P2 at t = 40 sec, m5 comes to quiescence at the steady state as expected.
Interestingly, all the resonant masses (m1-m4, as well as ma) display lower percentage increases
than those of Case 1. This comparison must be taken up in a larger scope of study in the future,
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with a potential quest for optimality. The dominant characteristic roots of the CS for this noncollocated operation are again found via QPmR as -0.2661 ± 14.3971i. This stable root pair
predicts that the system will reach steady state behavior within 15.0 sec, as revalidated in Figure
13 (for m5).

Case 3. mp = m2, ms = m5, me = m3.

To further validate Theorem 1, a case when the non-collocated operation violates the
design guidelines is explored. The DR is tuned for m5 suppression, yielding the same resonant
substructure as in Case 2. P2 on Figure 11 is again selected for the control tuning but the
excitation is applied to m3 (me = m3) which is part of S1 (Case 2), violating Theorem 1. The
tuning process and stability chart are the same as in Case 2. Only the simulations change, and
they are presented in Figure 14.

The resonant substructure S1 is unable to quiet m5 as planned, due to Theorem 1. It is
interesting that all six masses exhibit increases in vibratory amplitude after the DR control is
activated. In short, such an operation is infeasible.
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Figure 14. Case 3: Violation of Theorem 1 occurs by aiming to suppress m5 oscillations while fe
is applied to m3, which is within the resonant substructure. Vibration suppression is unsuccessful.
The vibration absorber is passive until t = 40 sec, at which time the DR tuning is activated to P2
(Figure 11).

It has been shown that the same DR can accomplish non-collocated tuning at multiple
locations and multiple frequencies, within some explicit limitations. The spectral tuning ability
of the DR has already been established in the literature and discussed previously in this work.
Now, it is natural to define a new lexicon, “spatial tuning”, to refer to the novel capability of the
DR to actively adjust which point on the PS is suppressed. Both dimensions of active tuning
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have restrictions: the stability analysis shown previously sets the limits on the spectral
capabilities and Theorem 1 dictates the feasibility of the spatial tuning for the DR.

Case 4. mp = m2, ms = m5 & m4, me = m5.

The final example demonstrates the combined spectral and spatial tuning capabilities in
real time. The same structure as in Figure 5 is harmonically excited at m5 with ω1 = 15.6 rad/s.
The tuning is properly activated to silence m5. Then, the excitation frequency shifts to ω2 = 17.7
rad/s. Concurrently, the control operator changes the targeted location for vibration suppression
to m4. The feedback gain and delay are then retuned in real time to achieve the task.

The stability charts created previously, Figure 11 (for silencing m5) and Figure 7 (for
silencing m4), as well as Table 6 and Table 5, can be taken advantage of for the respective stable
operating frequencies. Simulations are presented in Figure 15a (for m4) and Figure 15b (for m5).
In the first 15 sec (Segment A), the primary structure (Figure 5) is excited at m5 by a unitary
harmonic excitation with frequency ω1 and the DR is passive. Then the DR is tuned to an NCVA
by selecting g and τ at P2 (in Figure 11) and m5 is completely silenced. This happens in Segment
B until t = 50 sec when the excitation suddenly shifts frequency to ω2. For illustrative purposes,
the NCVA remains tuned to P2 (ω1) for the following 15 sec (Segment C) and thus no points on
the structure are quieted. In the final Segment D, the NCVA tunes to P1 in order to suppress m4
oscillations this time. The real-time tuning at the transition from Section C to D demonstrates the
capability of the DR to perform both spectral and spatial adjustments on the fly. This is a critical
example because it exhibits the culmination of all novelties presented in this investigation. Both
Table 5 and Table 6 are known prior to this operation. Theorem 1 is also evaluated on the
structure for both of the given me and the mp in Figure 5 before commencing with the tuning.
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Figure 15. Case 4: Simulation of (a) x4, (b) x5 for demonstration of simultaneous spectral and
spatial tuning.

Lastly, for the setup studied in Figure 5, a summary of the non-collocated operation is
given in Figure 16. This figure includes the 2 operations shown in the example cases 1, 2, and 4.
Notice the concurrence in amplitude ratio with the associated simulation figures. It also includes
the results of the other three remaining possible suppression targets (m1, m2, and m3). Of these
three, m3 and m2 (the collocated case) quieting are achieved, but targeting m1 is not successful.
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Figure 16. The change in steady state amplitude between passive and active operating zones for
each mass in the CS is shown for five different tuning objectives, denoted in the legend. The
shaded green region represents a decrease in amplitude once the control is activated. For all
cases, me = m5 and mp = m2; therefore, aiming to suppress m1 is a violation of Theorem 1.

Figure 16 shows the change in steady state amplitudes of all six masses in the CS for five
different tuning targets. In all cases, the excitation is applied on m5 and the DR is placed on m2.
The steady state amplitude changes for ms = m4 and ms = m5 match those of Case 1 (Figure 9)
and Case 2 (Figure 13), respectively. Notice that when the DR attempts to suppress m1 (blue
curve with square markers), it is unsuccessful and all six masses see a large increase in amplitude
from passive to active operation. The reason for this is that this task violates Theorem 1. In this
configuration with mp = m2 and ms = m1, S1 includes all CS masses except m1 (it switches sides
around m2 compared to the other non-collocated cases). This means that me = m5 is within S1.
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Another interesting observation is that both m1 and m2 are silenced in the collocated case (red
curve with plus markers). This is because the fictitious ground created at ms prevents the energy
inputted by either fe or fa from reaching m1. Finally, notice that in almost all cases in Figure 16,
the implementation of the non-collocated tuning causes an increase in the steady state amplitudes
of the masses. This is expected because the extended resonant substructure concept uses a
portion of the PS sacrificially. However, it is possible to see more desirable results depending on
the selection of the DR‟s passive and active components.

2.3. Energy Analysis of a Successful NCVA Operation

After the DR tuning is activated, lower percentage increases in steady state amplitudes
are observed in Case 2 than in Case 1. Interestingly, it is possible to see decreases in the
amplitudes of all of the masses in S1 for a resonant-style NCVA process, despite the resonant
substructure absorbing the tonal energy from ms. A brief examination of the first two examples
from the perspective of energy is provided here to shed some light on this seemingly paradoxical
concept.

The energy balance in this system is given in (34), which shows that there are only two
energy inputs – the external excitation and the control actuator force – and seven energy outputs
via the damping components. To check the real-time energy balance, the instantaneous power is
calculated in the Simulink model, and then the resulting curve is integrated over every period to
find the corresponding energy. The equation for instantaneous power dissipated by a damping
element is already given as the integrand of (35). It is well known that for a force acting upon a
point mass, the power exerted is the product of the force and the velocity of the mass. For fe(t),
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the power exerted is Pe(t) = fe(t)*ve(t), where ve is the velocity of mass me. Similarly, Pa(t) =
fa(t)*(vp(t) + va(t)). The resulting Table 7 is formed for Case 1 based on these definitions.
Table 7. The energy breakdown for Case 1.
Energy Added [J]
fe
11.1
fa
20.6

Total

31.7

Energy Dissipated [J]
c1
4.3
c2
0.0
c3
0.3
c4
1.1
c5
9.3
c6
1.9
ca
14.8
Total
31.7

It can be seen that the total energy dissipated by the damping elements is equal to the
total work done on the system by the control force and harmonic excitation. This confirms that
there are no energy components unaccounted for and that the simulation results are valid because
the conservation of energy principle holds. Note that the energy consumed by the controller per
cycle is ~20.6 J. The sum of the energy dissipated by the damping elements contained within S1
(c1-c4 and ca) is ~20.5 J. Therefore, the resonant substructure is energy neutral as required for
complete suppression, within some numerical integration and rounding errors. The same process
is performed for Case 2 and the results are given in Table 8.
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Table 8. The energy breakdown for Case 2.
Energy Added [J]
fe
0.0
fa
12.7

Total

12.7

Energy Dissipated [J]
c1
0.5
c2
0.0
c3
0.7
c4
0.1
c5
5.3
c6
0.0
ca
6.1
Total
12.7

Once again, the total energy input to the CS equals the total energy leaked, and S1 is
energy neutral. Notice that the external excitation introduces no work to the steady state system
because me is suppressed this time.

Recall that for Case 2, the passive absorber accomplishes ~76% of the absorption: much
more than the 50% that the passive absorber achieves in Case 1. The use of passive components
allows the DR controller to only use 24% of the energy that a controller without passive
components would need to consume. This implies that an equivalent controller that does not take
advantage of passive components would require ~53.8 J/cycle compared to 12.7 J/cycle. This
highlights the importance of the hybrid concept behind the DR.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, it is possible for the steady state
amplitudes of all masses in S1 to decrease from the passive zone to the active regime, despite the
absorption of tonal energy into S1. The first reason for this is a kind of optical illusion. The
motion of each mass can be described as a simple sinusoid, with some amplitude, phase, and
frequency, ω. Each mass has the same frequency once steady state operation is reached, but they
are not in phase with one another. Therefore, one cannot simply add the steady state amplitudes
of each mass as an accurate measure of total energy. Because of this phase shift, the amplitudes
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at any given time for every mass are never simultaneously at their peaks. Thus, a decrease in
steady state amplitudes once the control is activated is counterintuitive, yet possible. A more
detailed study of the time traces is necessary to accurately evaluate the operation.

Despite the presence of phase shift between the system masses, the total energy in the
system (a balance between the kinetic energy of the masses and the potential energy of the
springs) is an effective measure of the upper bound of the displacements of the masses (and
therefore, an upper bound on the system fatigue). For certain operations, the substructure
resonance (and hence non-collocated suppression) is accomplished by the control force removing
energy from the system. In these cases, there truly is a decrease in energy in the CS. This is an
exciting feature, because it suggests that the non-collocated suppression of a single point on the
structure can potentially have beneficial fatigue consequences for the entire structure.

A specific example of this phenomenon is studied on a 3-mass primary structure with mp
= m2, me = ms = m1, and both m1 and m3 connected to ground. This system is similar to the 5DOF PS in this chapter and in [Jenkins & Olgac, JVA], and both are generalizable to n-DOF
systems with a little imagination. For brevity, only the highlights from the energy inventory done
on the 3-DOF PS example are included here. Figure 18 shows the simulation results when the
DR is mounted on m2 of the 3-DOF system and 11 rad/s tonal excitation is applied on m1, the
mass to be silenced. m1 is successfully suppressed and all four masses exhibit decreases in steady
state amplitude. Figure 17 summarizes the percentage change in steady-state amplitudes from
passive to active regimes for this example. It is clear that for this selection of DR mass, damping,
stiffness, and feedback gain and delay, unlike the examples shown in Figure 16, all four masses
exhibit decreases in amplitude which is very desirable.
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Figure 17. The change in steady state amplitude between passive and active operating zones for
each mass in the CS is shown for the 3-DOF PS example. The shaded green region represents a
decrease in amplitude once the control is activated.

Depending on the frequency of excitation and tuning for this specific 3-DOF structure
with the DR mounted on m2, the total energy in the system changes. The total energy is found by
dynamically simulating the operation and summing the kinetic energies of all four masses and
the potential energies of the restorative springs at the steady state. In some frequency ranges, the
total energy in the active operating mode is less than the total energy in the passive operating
mode, which is depicted in Figure 19. This is counter-intuitive and intriguing, and therefore
warrants more detailed research efforts.
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Figure 18. Simulation results for a 3-DOF primary structure mounted with a DR on m2. The
excitation is on m1 at 11 rad/s and the non-collocated suppression target is m1. All four masses in
the CS exhibit decreases in steady state amplitude once the DR tuning is activated.

Notice that there is about half of the energy in the active regime than in the passive at this
frequency. For a given PS and passive absorber design, there are some stable frequency ranges,
which has been shown in example cases 1 and 2. Within these stable ranges, it is clear that
certain frequencies are better than others from the perspective of energy or fatigue.
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Figure 19. The total energy in the CS (3-mass PS + the DR) as a function of excitation/tuning
frequency. For frequencies immediately below A (~11.9 rad/s), the implementation of DR tuning
decreases the amount of energy in the system (shaded in green). The operating frequency from
Figure 18 (11 rad/s) is marked with a vertical dashed line to show the exact energy levels before
and after the tuning takes effect.

Based on this observation on an example case study, one arrives at an intriguing research
direction, which is presented as an open problem.

Open Problem: Optimize the resonant-style non-collocated tuning within the stable
frequency range with the goal of minimizing the total energy in the system.

This endeavor would facilitate better design selections to improve the fatigue conditions
within the PS while also suppressing the oscillations at the desired location.
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Chapter 3. Resonant-style

Non-collocated

Vibration

Suppression

in

Continuous

Structures: A Critical Dichotomy and Benchmark Problem

The purpose of this chapter is to present an open problem within the field of vibration and
to elucidate on both the challenges and findings discovered in an effort to solve this problem. In
Chapter 2 of this work, resonant-style non-collocated suppression is demonstrated on 1dimensional (1-D) lumped-mass structures. This is accomplished by creating a resonant S1
substructure that is energy neutral (i.e., decoupled) from the remainder of the CS at the
suppressed mass. In such a 1-D structure (Figure 5), energy can only be exhibited and transferred
throughout via movement in the axial direction or axial forces. In a more advanced structure like
a laterally-excited beam, this fact no longer holds, which creates a formidable challenge for
resonant non-collocated suppression.

In order to tackle such structures, one must make the mathematical step from 1-D
lumped-mass systems to 2-D distributed-parameter systems. The presence of both shear and
bending in Euler-Bernoulli beams, which are physically coupled dimensions, makes the simple
extension of resonant-style non-collocated suppression unsuccessful. Upon further study, this
failure can be attributed to an interesting dichotomy between structures with coupled dimensions
(i.e., beams) and those without (i.e., lumped-mass structures). It is important to note that while
the extension from discrete to continuous systems presents a challenge, the source of the failure
in non-collocated suppression likely stems from this dichotomy, not the extension to infinitely
many degrees of freedom. These concepts will become clearer with the examples considered in
the remainder of this chapter.
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3.1. Non-collocated Vibration Suppression on Euler-Bernoulli Beams under
Harmonic Lateral Excitations

Collocated suppression on Euler-Bernoulli beams has been successfully demonstrated in
the literature. [Olgac & Jalili, 1998] specifically uses a DR for this task. To perform noncollocated suppression on beams like the one shown in Figure 3, the “resonant substructure”
concept is again adopted.

Figure 20. A cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli beam is excited in the lateral sense with a harmonic
force at xe. A DR vibration absorber is placed at xp and tuned to attempt non-collocated
suppression (y(xs,t→∞) = 0) at xs.

Consider a Euler-Bernoulli beam that is laterally excited with a harmonic force at xe and
has a DR mounted at xp as depicted in Figure 20. The suppression target is the axial location xs.
In order to create the resonant substructure (S1) for zero displacement at xs, first imagine that
there is a pinned support artificially introduced at xs. The resulting S1 consists of the DR and the
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section of the beam between x = 0 and x = xs. This section of the beam is treated with fixedpinned boundary conditions. Thus, the DR mounted on a fixed-pinned beam of length xs is the S1
substructure that shall be tuned to resonance. The control force is again taken to be delayed
acceleration feedback, for the same reasons of convenience mentioned in Section 1.3.

f a (t )  gqa (t   )
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It should be noted that AS1 is an (n+1) square matrix. The mode shapes in (54) are for a
fixed-pinned beam of length xs. The modal mass and stiffness for a beam are given by (31) and
(32) in Chapter 1.

L

N l     l ( x)dx
2

0

L

S l  EI   l , xx ( x)dx
2

0

where each subscript x denotes partial differentiation with respect to x: ∂/∂x. The beam
modal damping is then found from

Cl  2 N l S l
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(55)

Enforcing singularity on AS1 for s = ±ωi will guarantee that S1 is resonant at frequency ω.
The characteristic equation and resulting parametric equations for g and τ are identical to (44),
(46), and (47), with different a(s), b(s) polynomials resulting from AS1.

CE (s, )  A S1  aS1 (s)  bS1 (s) ge s  0

a S1 ( s)  A S1

bS1 ( s)  s

 N S1,l s 2  CS1,l s  S S1,l 
n

2

l 1

g S1 ( ) 

 S1 ( ) 

g 0

a S1 ( i)
bS1 ( i)

bS1 ( i)  a S1 ( i)  (2l  1)



, l  0,1,2...

Substituting s = ωi and sweeping     for (46) and (47) in the exact same manner as
the previous examples in this text will yield the tuning loci in the parametric domain of the
control (g,τ). Then, stability can be checked by sweeping     for (49) and (50), using aCS(s)
and bCS(s) from (57), and superposing the resulting loci in the same (g,τ) plane with the loci from
S1 (above). The mode shapes for ACS are for a fixed-free beam of length L (note that L > xs).
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Note an important difference in the proposed non-collocated suppression for beams than
for 1-D lumped-mass structures: in the latter case, S1 oscillates in the same direction as the
separation between xp and xs (i.e., they are collinear directions). However, for laterally-excited
beams, xs and xp are separated axially while S1 oscillates laterally (orthogonal to the axial
separation). In other words, the beams considered here operate in two dimensions. More
importantly, these two dimensions are physically realized via shear forces and bending moments
within the beam, which are coupled (i.e., the shear forces induce bending moments elsewhere in
the beam as described in (15)). This creates a critical difference, or dichotomy, between the 1-D
lumped-masses and the 2-D laterally-excited beams. The effect of this dichotomy is illustrated in
the following examples.
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Example Case 1

For the beam parameters given in Table 1 in Section 1.4 and the absorber parameters ma
= 0.01 kg, ca = 6 kg/s, ka = 10.13 kN/m, suppression is attempted at xs = 0.4L. The DR is placed
at xp = 0.25L and 4 modes are considered in the beam approximation. The stability chart is
created in Figure 21.
E [GPa]
width [cm]
height [mm]
I [mm4]
density [kg/m3]
ρ [kg/m]
L [m]
ζ

200
1
5
104.17
8000
0.4
0.4
0.001

Figure 21. The potential stability switching loci {gCS,τCS}, marked by black, dotted curves,
superposed with the S1 resonant tuning loci {gS1,τS1} in red. P4 is selected from the stable region
(shaded in gray) as the tuning for the DR.
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Harmonic excitation is laterally applied to the beam at xe = 0.75L and frequency ω =
1147 rad/s. The stable tuning point P4 is selected and the so-tuned DR (g = 0.005674665157307
kg, τ = 0.009187595285514 s) creates the response at xs shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
Notice the agreement between the steady state amplitude at x = 0.4L in Figure 23 and Figure 22.

Figure 22. The simulation for the beam displacement at x = xs as the beam, approximated with 4
modes, is subjected to the harmonic excitation. The DR is passive until t = 40 sec when the
tuning is activated to P4.
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Figure 23. The steady-state displacement amplitudes for every point along the length of the beam
with the DR tuned to P4 and 4 modes used in the approximation. The desired point of
suppression is 0.4L; the actual points of suppression are 0.45L and 0.6L. The y-value at 0.4L
matches the steady state amplitude of Figure 22.

After the tuning is activated at 40 seconds and the CS reaches steady state, it is clear that
the suppression is unsuccessful. Even though the actual node is produced close to 0.4L, this
cannot be considered “good enough”. For an external excitation force with a magnitude greater
than unity, the response of the beam will be equivalently scaled. Therefore, a shift between the
desired and actual node locations becomes more detrimental to the desired point of suppression
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with larger external forcing. Hence, the operation must yield a node at exactly the desired
location.

Since the assumed-modes approximation becomes more accurate with more modes
included, the number of modes is increased to check for a convergent solution. With 10 modes
taken into account, the stability chart is altered and a new tuning selection is made for ω = 1147
rad/s (P4’: g = 0.005674602539699 kg, τ = 0.009187526662474 s). The updated figure is omitted
for brevity in this work but the new simulation results are given in Figure 24 and Figure 25. It is
again clear that the non-collocated suppression is not perfectly realized.

Figure 24. The simulation for the beam displacement at x = xs as the beam, approximated with 10
modes, is subjected to the harmonic excitation. The DR is passive until t = 40 sec when the
tuning is activated to P4’.
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Figure 25. The steady-state displacement amplitudes for every point along the length of the beam
with 10 modes used in the approximation. The desired point of suppression is 0.4L; the actual
points of suppression are 0.42L and 0.59L. The y-value at 0.4L matches the steady state
amplitude of Figure 24.

Since the results in Figure 24 and Figure 25 agree with the results obtained using n > 10
(not shown), these results show convergence and prove that the cause of failed non-collocated
suppression is not from lack of considered modes. The reason for this failure stems from
Theorem 1 and the dichotomy between 1-D and coupled 2-D structures.
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Recalling Theorem 1, the external excitation cannot be applied within S1 in order to
achieve complete suppression. At first glance, the setup in Example Case 1 does not violate
Theorem 1. However, because of the nature of the laterally-excited beam, the S1 section is not
energy neutral. Creating a virtual pinned support at xs (also referred to as a “node”) prevents
energy from transferring beyond S1 via shear forces, but the bending moment within the beam
can still be carried across this artificial node. Therefore, S1 actually consists of the entire CS less
the point xs (i.e. S2 is an empty set, Ø). In other words, even though xe  (0, xs ) , it is still within
S1. This implies that the only possibility for not violating Theorem 1 and achieving complete
non-collocated suppression is to apply fe(t) at the suppression point (i.e. xe = xs). Unfortunately,
forcing xe to be at xs removes almost all of the practical value of this study. Therefore, a different
S1 substructure formation is conceived that, in principle, decouples S1 from S2 at the point xs in
both the lateral and angular senses. Instead of using fixed-pinned mode shapes in S1 to enforce a
node at xs, fixed-fixed mode shapes are employed in S1 to create a fixed node at xs. Where a
“node” refers to a point on the beam with 0 steady-state amplitude, a “fixed node” refers to a
point with 0 steady-state amplitude and 0 steady-state slope. Such a beam shape should prevent
energy transfer via both shear and bending.

A natural result from the switch to fixed-fixed boundary conditions is the need for an
additional DR. One DR by itself cannot supply the bending moment necessary to create a fixed
node. Therefore, one can either add another translational DR at a location within S1 that is not
collocated with the first translational DR, or the original translational DR can be supplemented
with a torsional DR at any location within S1. The latter is selected for this work, and the 2 DRs
are collocated for simplicity. This new setup is depicted in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. A cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli beam is excited in the lateral sense with a harmonic
force at xe. A rotational DR vibration absorber is placed at xp to supplement the laterallytranslating DR vibration absorber from Figure 20 and both are tuned to attempt non-collocated
suppression (y(xs,t→∞) = ∂y(xs,t→∞)/∂x = 0) at xs.

For the remainder of this chapter, the translational DR will be referred to as DRT and the
rotational DR will be referred to as DRR. The setup of the DRR is analogous to that of the DRT.
Instead of a proof mass and delayed control force, it has a proof inertia and delayed control
torque. More information about the torsional DR can be found in [Hosek et al., 1999]. The
control torque, ua(t), is taken as delayed angular acceleration feedback to match fa(t) for
simplicity.

u a (t )  g 2a (t   2 )
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The new CS is now of order n+2, and the corresponding updated equation of motion is
given in (59). The mode shapes used for the CS are still those of a fixed-free beam of length L.
The new AS1 matrix is of the same form as the new ACS in (59), but using fixed-fixed mode
shapes and length xs.

Notice that CECS and CES1, found by taking the respective determinants of ACS and AS1,
are no longer of the simple form a(s) + b(s)ge-τs = 0. Instead, they are in the form of a(s) +
b(s)g1e1 + c(s)g2e2 + d(s)g1g2e1e2 = 0, where e1 = exp(-τ1s) and e2 = exp(-τ2s). Such an equation is
a quasi-polynomial with multiple rationally-independent time delays and two variable system
parameters (the gains). Therefore, the loci that are solutions to this equation are composed into
hypersurfaces in R4 space, parameterized by ω. Up until this point in this text, the loci have
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simply been curves in R2 space. This presents a challenge because dealing with R4 space is
prohibitive both cognitively and computationally, although mathematically possible.

In order to reduce this problem to a more achievable structure, a constraint is added that
requires the delayed feedback parameters for the DRT and DRR to be the same, i.e., g1 = g2 = g
and τ1 = τ2 = τ. Now, the characteristic equations will be of the form a(s) + b(s)ge-τs + c(s)g2e-2τs =
0. This is a quasi-polynomial with single, but commensurate, delay. Let G = ge-τs and solve the
resulting quadratic equation for G.

G  ge s 

 b ( s )  b( s ) 2  4 a ( s ) c ( s )
2a ( s )

(62)

Now, the parametric equations for g and τ can be determined with the angle and
magnitude conditions as before. Since G is multi-valued depending on the sign of the square-root
in (62), there will be two sets of kernel loci in the (g,τ) plane and their corresponding offspring
curves. These loci are separately denoted in this text with the use of “+” or “–” as a subscript.
Both sets of S1 tuning loci {gS1+,τS1+}, {gS1–,τS1–} are valid, but must lie below the infimum of
both {gCS+,τCS+} and {gCS–,τCS–} to be stable.

 b(i)  b(i) 2  4a(i)c(i)
g  ( )  G (i) 
, g  ( )  G (i)
2a(i)

  ( )  

1



G (i),   ( )  
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G (i)

(63)

(64)

Example Case 2
Table 9. The assigned numerical characteristics for the beam in Figure 26 based on the material
properties of steel.
E [GPa]
width [cm]
height [mm]
I [mm4]
density [kg/m3]
ρ [kg/m]
L [m]
ζ

200
1
5
104.17
8000
0.4
0.7
0.01

The DRT passive absorber parameters remain unchanged and the DRR parameters are set
to match those parameters numerically: Ia = 0.01 kg-m, cra = 6 kg-m/s, kra = 10130 N. Notice that
the only change in beam design is that the length is longer and the damping is higher than in
Example Case 1. The non-collocated suppression is again attempted with xp = 0.25L, xs = 0.4L, xe
= 0.75L, this time using both DRs and fixed-fixed modes shapes for S1. Using 4 modes in the
approximation, the S1 tuning curves and CS stability margins are plotted in Figure 27. Colors are
used to differentiate between the “+” and “–” sets, but only one of each set is visible in the
selected range of Figure 27.
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Figure 27. The potential stability switching loci {gCS–,τCS–}, marked by blue curves, superposed
with the S1 resonant tuning loci {gS1–,τS1–} in red. The other set of loci (cyan curves for
{gCS+,τCS+} and magenta curves for {gS1+,τS1+}) are above the depicted axis range. Therefore,
there are no stability repercussions on the visible tuning curves. P5 is selected from the stable
region (shaded in gray) as the tuning for the DRs. 4 modes are used to create these curves.

For an excitation frequency of ω = 365 rad/s, the DRs are tuned to P5: g1=g2=g=
0.002254084014838 kg or kg-m, τ1=τ2=τ= 0.012367216467336 s. This is a stable operating point
because it lies in the shaded region of Figure 27. From QPmR, the dominant characteristic root
for the CS is -0.4443 ± 48.02i. This results in a time constant of 2.25 sec and an expected settling
time of 9 sec.
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Figure 28. The simulation for the beam displacement at x = xs as the beam, approximated with 4
modes, is subjected to the harmonic excitation. Both DRs are passive until t = 40 sec when the
tuning is activated to P5.

Figure 29. The steady-state displacement amplitudes for every point along the length of the beam
with 4 modes used in the approximation. The desired point for a fixed node is 0.4L. The y-value
at 0.4L matches the steady state amplitude of Figure 28.
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The simulation results agree with the predictions from QPmR. However, Figure 28 and
Figure 29 show that the suppression is unsuccessful. Therefore, the approximation is increased to
10 modes and the stability chart is recreated in Figure 30.

Figure 30. The potential stability switching loci {gCS–,τCS–}, marked by blue curves, superposed
with the S1 resonant tuning loci {gS1–,τS1–} in red. The other set of loci (cyan curves for
{gCS+,τCS+} and magenta curves for {gS1+,τS1+}) are above the depicted axis range. Therefore,
there are no stability repercussions on the visible tuning curves. P5’ is selected from the stable
region (shaded in gray) as the tuning for the DRs. 10 modes are used to create these curves.
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The tuning is selected for ω = 470 rad/s at P5’: g1=g2=g= 0.002866025754053 kg or kgm, τ1=τ2=τ= 0.009509838557543 s. This tuning yields a dominant characteristic root for the
combined system of -0.4426 ± 47.98i. Thus, P5’ is stable with a predicted settling time of 9 sec,
just like P5.

Figure 31. The simulation for the beam displacement at x = xs as the beam, approximated with 10
modes, is subjected to the harmonic excitation. Both DRs are passive until t = 40 sec when the
tuning is activated to P5’.

The suppression is still not successful, but the shape of the steady-state beam amplitudes
more closely matches (compared to Figure 29) what is expected: fixed-fixed behavior between x
= 0 and x = xs and fixed-free behavior between x = xs and x = L. However, this time convergence
is not confirmed for 10 modes because this problem setup is more numerically taxing than that of
Figure 20. Additional modes are necessary to check for convergence, but computationally
expensive to include. This will be discussed in more detail later in this section.
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Figure 32. The steady-state displacement amplitudes of the beam with 10 modes used in the
approximation. The desired point for a fixed node is 0.4L. It appears that the fixed-fixed S1 shape
is bounded at approximately 0.33L, but does not exhibit zero amplitude at the steady state. The yvalue at 0.4L matches the steady state amplitude of Figure 31.

To narrow down on the root cause of the failure, the first thing to check is to ensure that
the resonant substructure S1 is truly resonant at ω. To do this, one can confirm that s = ±ωi is a
characteristic root of the S1 system. By implementing QPmR on CES1 for the P5 tuning (4
modes), the dominant root pair is found to be -9.975e-13 ± 365.0i. This gives one validation that
S1 is resonant. Another way to check for resonance is to apply an impulse to a fixed-fixed beam
of length xs with both DRT and DRR tuned to P5 and examine the response. The structure should
exhibit marginally stable (i.e., resonant) behavior at a frequency equal to ω. The impulse
response is shown in Figure 33 for several periods of oscillation.
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Figure 33. (a) A watershed depiction shows the entire beam‟s temporal response to an impulse
applied at 0.3L in 3-dimensional view. (b) The side view of this response shows that the response
amplitudes do not decay (i.e., resonance) and that the frequency of oscillation matches the DR
tuning frequency (ω = 365 rad/s ≈ 58 Hz) as expected. (c) The front view of this response shows
that the resonant behavior occurs with fixed-fixed mode shapes.

It is clear from both QPmR and Figure 33 that S1 is resonant with fixed-fixed boundary
conditions at ω = 365 rad/s. So in theory, when excited at the resonance frequency ω, the fixedfree beam should seek to arrange its modal participation factors (Qbl) to display a fixed-fixed
shape between x = 0 and x = xs. Since this is not what occurs, despite the proven presence of a
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resonant substructure, it is likely that the dichotomy between lumped-mass structures and
laterally-excited beams causes the resonance condition to be insufficient for non-collocated
suppression in systems with coupled dimensions.

Benchmark Problem: Accomplish resonant-style non-collocated suppression in
laterally-excited beams2.

Some possible leads towards this open problem:

1. Due to the constraint that g1 = g2 and τ1 = τ2, and the presence of damping in the beam,
it is possible that the two DRs are not able to appropriately balance the amplitudes and phases of
the moment and shear imposed at xs from S1 (VS1 & MS1) and the moment and shear imposed at xs
by S2 (VS2 & MS2).

The moment and shear at xs are not necessarily in phase with one another, nor do they
necessarily have the same numeric magnitudes. However, since the DRs are numerically
identical, there is no mechanism for them to provide the appropriate shift in phase or amplitude
ratio. In a DR, the delay operates on the phase of the system and the gain acts on the amplitude
of the system. So with identical DR tuning, there can be no difference in the shear provided by

2

It is important to recognize the “resonant-style” attribute here. Other authors have achieved non-collocated
suppression in laterally-excited beams using more brute-force mathematical methods. These methods are successful
in attaining non-collocated suppression, but require knowledge of the location where fe(t) is applied, in addition to
detecting the frequency of excitation. This significantly decreases the practical value. In fact, the author of this work
derived DR tuning from one of these methodologies [Cha-279, 2005; Cha & Zhou, 2006; Cha & Rinker, 2012] and
was able to achieve non-resonant non-collocated suppression with a DR. However, with resonant-style NCVAs, the
absorber tuning is only dependent on the excitation frequency. The location of the excitation is irrelevant as long as
it is outside of S1 (obeying Theorem 1). This feature has strong practical advantages over the above references and
would thus warrant delaying publication until the resonant-style problem is solved and this novelty can be shown.
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DRT and the moment exerted by DRR except for the difference already present between qa (t )
and a (t ) feedback states.

Figure 34. The shear force and bending moment applied on S1 (the resonant substructure) from
the S2 dynamics (VS2(t) and MS2(t), respectively) must equal the shear and bending from S1 on S2
(VS1(t) and MS1(t), respectively) to maintain physical continuity. VS2(t) and MS2(t) are likely phase
shifted and scaled from one another. Therefore, the same must be imposed from S1 via the DRs.

At the same time, the shear and moment between xs – ε and xs + ε (for 0 < ε << 1) must be
continuous functions since there is no external work acting at xs. Therefore, there is a
contradiction between the physical continuity at xs and the inability for the two DRs to
independently juggle the phase and amplitude differences.

2. S1 contains a physically shorter section of the beam than the CS. Therefore, if p modes
are used to tune S1 with fixed-fixed boundary conditions, intuition would suggest that the CS
should include m modes (where m > p) in the approximate model of the beam with the two tuned
DRs attached. In fact, the relationship between m and p could be governed by the relative lengths
of the beam in the CS (length = L) versus S1 (length = xs). Every example shown in Chapter 3 of
this text uses m = p. Instead, if xs/L = 0.4, should p/m = 0.4? This doesn‟t make much sense
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because if it were true, greater values of p or m would give the same result with small modal
participation factors on the extraneous modes. The author of this work was not successful when
using this ratio, but did notice that some p/m ratios gave suppression results that were more
complete than others. Therefore, further exploration down this avenue may be fruitful.

3. Finally, the cause of the failure may simply be computational limits. As mentioned
previously, the Ritz-Galerkin model of the beam becomes more accurate by increasing the
number of modes in the approximation. However, each additional mode increases the dimension
of the ACS and AS1 square matrices by 1. When taking the determinant to get the corresponding
characteristic equations, this process rapidly becomes computationally prohibitive.

Additionally, the higher modes have higher natural frequencies (see Table 2 in Chapter
1). As these natural frequencies get multiplied together during the determinant calculation, large
numbers quickly accumulate. Superposing these large numbers (on the order of magnitude of
1e+10 or greater) with parameters on the order of 1e-2 (e.g., the absorber proof mass) creates
significant numerical difficulties. These difficulties are especially problematic when the numbers
to be analyzed (e.g., the steady-state displacement, the DR gain, and the delay) are of small
orders of magnitude.

As an example, the tuning point P5 is a root of CES1, as solved from the angle and
magnitude condition and checked using QPmR above. However, if one substitutes this ω, g, τ
combination back into AS1 using MATLAB, the result is approximately -3e+24 ± (2e+24)i. The
result, of course, should be 0 ± 0i. It turns out that the cause of this error is a lack of significant
digits in the calculation: AS1 is singular only if 50 digits or more are included in the calculation.
This is determined using MAPLE software, since MATLAB is not capable of this level of
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computation. MAPLE was then used to re-create the 4-mode beam shape plots in the above
sections using 50 digits. The results exactly match those of MATLAB (shown above).

Despite the apparent confirmation between MAPLE and MATLAB for this issue, it is
clear that MATLAB is not as powerful as it needs to be for certain calculations. This is
exacerbated by the use of Ritz-Galerkin method to approximately solve the beam partial
differential equation (PDE), which requires significant computational power for more accurate
models. Perhaps more potent software or a different model of the beam PDE would yield
favorable results.
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Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

The spatial dimension of vibration absorption problems is usually ignored in the relevant
literature. However, it is important to consider cases in which the vibration absorber is prohibited
from placement at the locations requiring vibration remediation. In this text, a hybrid passiveactive vibration absorber, capable of making adjustments in its control strategy for step changes
in excitation frequency, is adapted to also handle step changes in suppression location. This
novel analytical approach allows the absorber to quiet locations on a lumped-mass structure
remote from its own attachment point, i.e., non-collocated suppression. Several examples are
given to further illuminate this concept. The key to this novelty is that a portion of the primary
structure along with the absorber (referred to as the resonant substructure, S1) is commissioned
by the absorber to resonate and attract all of the tonal energy from the targeted suppression point.
This “resonant-style non-collocated suppression” is advantageous because it does not require the
knowledge of the external harmonic force‟s location on the primary structure, nor does it require
brute-force levels of energy to properly engage the control force.

The aforementioned hybrid absorber, called the Delayed Resonator (DR), has been
extensively studied in the literature. Its delayed feedback brings about several advantages for
vibration absorption tasks as well as an intriguing analysis of the stability of its dynamics. It is
shown to be capable of simultaneous “spectral” and “spatial” tuning on 1-dimensional lumpedmass structures. Its spectral ability (i.e., responding to changes in frequency) has been wellestablished in prior literature and is limited by the stable frequency bounds of the operation. Its
capacity for spatial adjustments (i.e., changes to suppression point on the primary structure) is
introduced as a novel feature in this text and is subject to some physical constraints, presented in
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Theorem 1. Two proofs are provided for this theorem. It is also observed that certain frequencies
in the stable tuning range are more desirable than others. An open problem is stated to
analytically find these optimal frequencies that will minimize the energy in the system and
therefore beneficially reduce the fatigue on the structure.

The resonant-style non-collocated suppression concept is then extended to continua by
applying the DR to a laterally-excited beam. It is found that a torsional DR must also be attached
to supplement the translating DR. This is because fixed-fixed mode shapes are required within
the S1 substructure to handle both the shear force and the bending moment at the suppression
location; otherwise, energy would escape from the resonant substructure via the bending moment
and Theorem 1 would be violated. The coupling between the shear force and bending moment is
the source of a critical dichotomy between lumped-mass structures and beams. Since there are
differences between these two types of primary structures, the non-collocated suppression
analogy fails in extending to laterally-excited beams. Therefore, a benchmark problem in search
of such resonant-style non-collocated suppression in beams is stated as a call to action for the
research community. The results in this work are presented as helpful reference for future
endeavors on this task.

Once the resonant-style non-collocated suppression is accomplished on beams, extension
to vibrating plates, shells, and kinematic linkages would be welcome future work. For the
successful discrete lumped-mass case, there exists an opportunity for minimizing the total energy
in the system, and therefore the participation of the primary structure, as mentioned previously in
the form of an open problem. Additionally, research into how to make the non-collocated
operation more robust to changes in frequency, suppression location, and uncertainty in primary
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structure characteristics would have practical value. Finally, there are many prospective avenues
for progress at the intersection of other scientific and engineering fields.
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